
During this topic, we will be focusing on the History of 
the Stone Age to the Iron Age

Our reading focus will be retrieval and vocabulary
comprehension skills.

As authors we will be focusing on Stone Age Boy by Satoshi
Kitamura which will inspire us to write our own Stone Age
stories.

As historians, we will be learning about changes in Britain from
the Stone Age to the Bronze Age then to the Iron Age.

As scientists, we will be
learning about 3 rock
families: Igneous,
Sedimentary &
Metamorphic. We will
be applying our
science knowledge
as historians.

Key Vocabulary
Each week, we will choose two key vocabulary words to focus on.

cemented glued together or strengthened
compacted pressed firmly together

decay to rot or break down
prehistoric relating to the time before written records

soil upper layer of the ground
transform change the form of something

meta

morph

Change

change/form
ancient relating to a very long time ago

community a group of people living together in the same area (a social 

unit)
dense covered thickly
extinct no longer in existence

roaming moving about without a set destination
prehistory a period of time before any written records

pre

sub

ex

before

under

out
saviour/salvation 

(RE)

a person who saves someone from danger or difficulty

inspire/ inspiration 

(RE)

Fill someone with the desire to do something (normally 

creative)
system (ICT) a set of things working together as parts of a mechanism 

or an interconnecting network.
network (ICT) a group or system of interconnected people or things

digital (ICT) involving or relating to the use of computer technology

CURRICULUM ENHANCER
Visit to Ipswich Museum and Art 

Gallery

In music, we will be learning about raps. We will be 
exploring clapping patterns, with dynamic contrast. 
We will be developing our understanding of pulse 
and rhythm.



In PE, we will be swimming and 

refining our team work skills in 

games.

‘Portrait of the Postman Joseph Roulin’ –

Vincent van Gogh
Prehistoric cave art

As artists, our key artists will be Vincent van 
Gogh and cave art.
We will know that there are lines and patterns 
in natural objects and a range of effects can be 
made with paint.
We will be able to identify lines and patterns 
in nature (rocks and fossils) Use a range of 
specific painting techniques.

PSHE: Beginning and Belonging

Children will have the opportunity to contribute 
to creating a safe and happy classroom through 
developing ground rules and building positive 
relationships. They will also identify who is in 

their network of support.


